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   Management 
Hans-Joachim Naber is the tireless driving 
force behind the development and realisation 
of innovative products. 
Ingrid Naber unerringly controls the areas 
human resources, organisation and finance. 
Lasse Naber shapes the future direction of the 
company with drive and vitality. 
 

Naber GmbH 
A dynamically growing company within the 
kitchen accessories sector with numerous 
internationally recognised design awards. 
"n by Naber" is the young brand: flexible and 
innovative, minimalist and functional, natural and 
individual. It stands for products with a special 
design aspiration and high functionality. 
 

Mobility which inspired both professionals and start-ups alike 
 
Mobile furnishing is part of a changing attitude to life in urban society. Not only in the private, 
personal area - also in the social, public area we are witnessing a dynamic development 
towards a new spatial flexibility with high individualisation opportunities. At the imm/Living 
Kitchen, the Naber trade fair team received a correspondingly high level of attention for a more 
than inspiring shop & bistro presentation of the Concept Kitchen system. Professionals, such as 
interior architects, decorators, and shopfitters, led the visitor statistics. Many start-ups took 
advantage of the public days to seek advice on flexible furnishing concepts with cult character 
for shopping and dining concepts. 
 
We succeeded in conveying the new sides of the mobile Concept Kitchen range, the beautiful 
and the practical, in a trend-setting context. Height-adjustable shelf modules as goods storage, 
wardrobe and presenter - variable table configurations for preparation, counter service and 
dining. Think, work and communication spaces which allow a high degree of flexibility far 
beyond that of conventional solutions and which can be decoratively combined with existing 
furniture in any number of ways. 
 
The material-friendly and sophisticated design which enable fast, tool-free assembly and 
disassembly were illuminated in conversation with the conceptioner and designer Kilian 
Schindler. The fact that the aesthetic shaping does not tolerate any compromises increases the 
value of the mobile system. Thematically integrated, the lifestyle blogger and stylist Holly 
Becker creatively staged her table top and decorating ideas with Concept Kitchen modules on a 
separate inspiration area of the Cologne fair. The new desire for mobile furnishing couldn’t have 
been performed in a more ambitious way. 
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